GET IN CTRL WITH INTUITIVE DATA-DRIVEN
DIGITAL SIGNAGE SOFTWARE

Your digital signage should be as smart as you are. With PADS4, it is.
A full-service digital signage platform that integrates your data to deliver
next-level solutions. With seamless real-time functionality, you can program targeted,
personal communication, based on real-time events.
Need more? The PADS4 SDK makes it easy to develop custom applications for every
aspect of your brand. A full suite of tools that enables you to design, schedule, distribute,
and view your content, from a single screen to a fully equiped networked
environment of over 20,000 screens.
With PADS4 there's virtually no limit.

Contact us
Call +31 88 266 11 66 | Mail service@pads4.com | Visit www.pads4.com

A COMPREHENSIVE SOLUTION FOR TARGETED
DISPLAY COMMUNICATION
From simple welcome messages to real-time information on thousands of displays,
PADS4 is the reliable software solution for all your digital signage applications.

PADS4 VIEWER
SMOOTH CONTENT PLAYBACK
Play your scheduled presentations perfectly with PADS4 Viewer. Delivery is crucial to your
message, and PADS4 Viewer plays your presentations beautifully at the right moment.

PADS4 DESIGNER
DISPLAY YOUR CONTENT THE WAY YOU WANT
Create stunning presentations with endless possibilities and features, among using rich
text, Youtube videos, Internet pages, PDF and live TV. Simply drag & drop your content into
PADS4 Designer and compose an appealing presentation.

PADS4 Crystal CMS
WEB-BASED CONTENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Update and manage display content via a secure web portal from any browser with the
modules of PADS4 Crystal CMS. With full control over user access and rights, channels,
and data sources, PADS4 Crystal CMS puts you in control of display rights and users.

PADS4 SCHEDULER
YOU DECIDE WHEN AND WHERE
Determine when and where to show your presentations and use PADS4 Scheduler to make
it happen. Use the step-by-step wizard or drag & drop your presentation into the calendar.
It's that easy.

PADS4 SERVER
FAST & EFFICIENT DELIVERY TO YOUR DISPLAYS
PADS4 Server delivers your content to the right displays in your digital signage network.
From across the room to across the world, PADS4 Server is effective and efficient.

PADS4 AGENT
MONITOR YOUR NETWORK PERFORMANCE AND STATUS
With PADS4 Agent you can easily monitor your network status and performance. PADS4
Agent is the perfect tool to remotely inspect and manage network connections, memory
usage, detailed system info, and more.

PADS4 DESKTOP COMMUNICATION
TARGETED DESKTOP COMMUNICATION MADE EASY
Extend your internal digital signage communication network to Desktop PCs, laptops and
tablets with PADS4 Messenger and PADS4 Desktop Viewer.

